An integrated approach
to better visibility and
control over your mobile
organization
Highlights
Safeguard sensitive
corporate apps, content
and data on multiple
remote workforce devices
Accelerate time to value with
a user-friendly, cloud-based
UEM solution that’s designed
to be easily deployed
Detect and automate
remediation on your
network and across
your apps and devices
Deliver an effortless route to
user productivity and secured
user devices, data and apps

As remote work continues to be the new norm, mobile devices have become
a critical business tool. Mobile threats have also grown in scope and impact,
dramatically changing the security landscape. The IBM Security® MaaS360®
with Watson® offering is a software-as-as-service (SaaS) unified endpoint
management (UEM) solution that empowers organizations to take control and
enforce a zero trust policy. The solution is designed to easily integrate into
your existing environment, so administrators can automate conditional access
across multiple platforms while minimizing actions for the user.

What makes the IBM MaaS360
solution a market leader?
Wide-ranging capabilities
Support a large remote workforce with a small IT team through
a single platform to view, manage and help secure a diverse
and complex environment, such as the Apple iPhone operating
system (iOS), macOS, Android, Microsoft Windows or Google
Chrome OS. The solution is ideal for companies that need to
protect sensitive corporate apps, content and data that users
access by multiple devices.
User-friendly SaaS
Speed up time to value with a user-friendly, cloud-based UEM
solution that’s designed for easy deployment. Its open platform
enables extensive integrations with your existing infrastructure
and apps from leading technology vendors.
Threat detection and response
Valuable company data is moving to mobile devices.
The MaaS360 solution’s enterprise-grade threat defense can
detect and automate remediation on your network and across
essentially all your apps and devices.
Built-in identity and access management (IAM)
Knowing how employees are using their devices and apps is
a direct path to business transformation. Deliver a frictionless
pathway to user productivity and secured user devices, data
and apps, reaching a zero trust model.

Analysts and customers agree:
IBM is a UEM leader
What the experts are saying
Omdia: In its Market Radar report for UEM,1 Omdia named
the IBM Security MaaS360 with Watson solution a leader,
recommending it as a feature-rich UEM solution with strong
mobile security capabilities.
Forrester: The 2021 Total Economic Impact of IBM Security
MaaS360 with Watson, Forrester concluded that the solution
offers a 183% ROI.2
What our clients are saying
“MaaS360 is an unsung hero of the COVID-19 pandemic.
It enabled the business to continue operating even as we
transitioned to working remotely.”
— Information systems administrator, manufacturing

MaaS360 solutions
Backed by an industry-leading security ecosystem, the
MaaS360 solution is a collection of UEM offerings that help
IT and security leaders consistently manage and secure apps,
content and data for users across essentially all endpoint types.
Essentials Edition
Device management: Manage iOS, macOS, Android, Windows
and Chrome OS.
App management: Distribute, manage and help protect apps
across essentially all devices.
Identity management: Provide conditional access and single
sign-on (SSO).

Deluxe Edition (includes Essentials Edition solutions)
Security-rich mobile mail: Contain and encrypt corporate
email, contacts and calendar.
Assistant: Boost user productivity with an AI chatbot
and voice assistant.
Premier Edition (includes Deluxe Edition solutions)
Business dashboards for apps: Provides reporting data across
managed and non-managed apps.
OS VPN: Preserve native VPN experiences for iOS
and Android users.
Secured browser: Safeguard data, boost productivity
and control web access.
Gateway for browser: Access corporate intranet, websites
and web apps without a VPN.
Content management: Grant security-rich access to work docs
in an encrypted container.
Gateway for documents: Enable security-rich mobile access
to file shares without VPN.
App security: Help protect access to enterprise apps and help
prevent data loss.
Gateway for apps: Deliver seamless access to internal apps
and data without a VPN.
Enterprise Edition (includes Premier Edition solutions)
Mobile document editor: Empower users to create, edit and save
content more securely.
Mobile document sync: Allow users to synchronize documents
across managed devices.
Mobile threat management: Detect and remediate malware
on compromised devices.

Advisor: Understand and react to risks in your environment
using Watson AI capabilties.
Policy recommendation engine: Gain industry best practices
during policy configuration with AI.
Container app: Separate work from personal data on devices.
Mobile expense management: Help prevent costly overages by
managing data usage.
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Statement of Good Security Practices: IT system security involves protecting
systems and information through prevention, detection and response to
improper access from within and outside your enterprise. Improper access
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